
Moving forward  
into the future



Bremen

Rostock

One company, two locations,  
always there for you

Founded as an armature winding works in 1948, besecke GmbH & CO 
has since become a major global player in the fields of automation and 
systems technology. Each location has its own special areas of expertise, 
which they constantly expand through collaborations with universities 
and research institutions. 
 
We count on our own in-house production, high quality standards and 
well-qualified employees. Conscious of our responsibility to the next gen-
eration and beyond, we run an effective vocational training programme  
as our contribution to shaping the future. 
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besecke automation: 
Automation and systems technologies 
around the world

Flexible, precise, efficient and transparent – this is a perfect description of our auto-
mation and systems technologies at besecke GmbH & Co. KG. Our experts devote their 
know-how and creativity to develop customised system solutions for your specific 
needs. We focus specifically on our business segments of Maritime Systems as well  
as industrial automation for the special machinery, food and automotive sectors. 

We will always find a way – no matter how limited the scope, how large the hurdles, or 
how difficult the challenges may seem. We can do this by listening closely and carefully,  
understanding your requirements, and developing the ideal solution for your needs. 
With our team of around 200 employees, we are the reliable partner you can count on 
to support you every step of the way – from planning and implementation to ongoing 
operations. Take this opportunity to grow with us.  
 

Qualified and certified 

If we cannot do it alone, we will do it together: Demands for know-how, flexibility and  
versatility are extremely high and always growing – but we can always meet them.  
We work with established, reliable partners and suppliers to ensure that we can actually 
achieve the best possible results with every system and in every industry, especially 
when managing projects as the general contractor. 
 
Our high standards of quality help us create the most economically logical and  
sustainable solutions for your needs. We are a certified partner to many prominent  
manufacturers and customers who can attest to the excellent quality of all of  
our projects. 



from l.t.r. Thorsten Dannenfeldt, Christian Kurtz

We are convinced that nothing is impossible. There is 
always a solution. »It won’t work« especially is all the 
incentive we need to dedicate our hearts and minds  
to a solution. 

Our customers have very individual requirements. They 
have ambitious goals that require a great deal of effort 
to attain. They receive outside pressure that constantly 
grows. They are challenged by and forced to respond  
to dynam ic market and technological developments. 
They want to protect their resources and use their poten - 
tial to be flexible and capable of acting. This is where 
we come into the picture. As a developer with expertise  
and creative ideas, we find the best solution for our 
customers. We create smart systems to balance out 
shortcomings and dismantle barriers. Our strength  
is to understand all requirements as a whole, and to 
align the individual components with each other.  
We optimise existing processes – or develop entirely 
new solutions that close gaps, create efficiencies and 
boost productivity.  

How do we do it? We take a very professional approach 
to our work, which includes being genuinely curious 
about the ways in which we can serve our customers. 
We listen to them very closely, thoroughly examine their 
requirements and clearly understand their goals. Our 
customers can count on us. We will not disappear as 
soon as the project is completed. Instead, we are a trust-
ed, long-term partner who makes things possible for 
your business, ensures a high level of system availabil-
ity, and is always looking ahead to the future.

besecke automation –
Your opportunity creators since 1948 

Make the most of this opportunity to grow with us. To 
become more successful – even better than the compe-
tition. Take the next step and make progress a reality. 
We turn possibilities into opportunities.

Accomplish more  
– together

We turn possibilities into opportunities

Our strong team of employees is always evolving, 
helping us maintain the highest quality standards as 
a professional industrial service provider. We always 
want to improve, and constantly work on our contin-
ued development. But we never lose sight of what  
is truly important in this effort. We take care of each 
other and assume responsibility for everything we do.

Since our foundation as an armature winding works in 1948, we have taken a path that led our craft business to  
become an established industrial provider for automation and systems technologies. This path was not always 
smooth, and every curve was a challenge that made us stronger. Thanks to these experiences, we understand  
our customers extremely well today.

Thorsten Dannenfeldt –
Financial Director
Mr. Dannenfeldt, a graduate in business administration 
joined besecke in 2013. Previously he gained a broad 
experience working at an international auditing company 
and in operative positions in holding at Lürssen group. 
In his current position as the financial director, he ma-
nages the departments Finance, Human Resources, 
Purchasing and IT.  
Furthermore, with his eye for the essentials he supports 
as a sparring partner sales-related and operative tasks.  
In his opinion honesty, reliability and strong team spirit 
are important to achieve shared goals.

Christian Kurtz –  
Managing Director 
An expert in industrial sales and digitalisation holding  
a degree in electrical engineering and industrial automa-
tion. His proven international managing experience in 
a corporate and midsize company environment makes 
him a perfect fit to live and pursue besecke’s long-term 
success story.  
His close contact to his employees and his open and fair 
managing style are important success factors – internal-
ly as well as in external client and partner relationships.
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At besecke, we encourage our employees to take the next step and turn progress into 
reality. We are a growing company, and want our employees to shape and put their  
own mark on this development. We have a respectful, open working environment in 
which every employee can develop according to his or her individual possibilities and 
wishes. In addition to financial security and excellent potential for promotion, we offer  
jobs that promise exciting challenges at a fun workplace – both today and in future. 

We offer a wide range of employment opportunities for graduates and experienced 
professional and managerial staff – with challenges for everyone from businessmen, 
engineers, master craftsmen and technicians to skilled workers. Our employees work  
on interdisciplinary teams in which new ideas are encouraged and discussed with curios-
ity and respect. Whether they work in Maritime Systems or Industrial Automation – 
every individual is important to us. 
 
We promote and challenge our employees with regularly organised training programmes,  
and support them in their professional and personal development. This also includes a 
positive, welcoming feedback culture and transparency surrounding defining and reach-
ing their goals. 
 

From training to working abroad:
besecke thinks about the future today 

As a successful international company, projects in other countries are part of our every-
day business. Our employees are well-prepared for their international assignments and 
return with a great deal of experience – whether away for a few days, weeks or months, 
in Europe or overseas. Our teams around the world take an effective, solution-oriented 
approach to their work. We value and benefit from the diversity among our employees.

Offering exciting, future-oriented vocational training to young people is our social 
duty. At the same time, this greatly enriches our organisation. It is our commitment to 
tomorrow – for us and our customers. Each year, we offer a number of commercial and 
technical apprenticeships at our Bremen location. 

We offer jobs that  
turn into careers
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Integration

Commissioning

Training / production support

Documentation

Research and development

Facility maintenance / repair

Facility optimisation

Logistics and replacement  
parts procurement

Service

Conception / requirements analysis

Specifications / consulting

Engineering

Project management

Material procurement

Production

Site office manager

Software development

Assembly / installation

Our services to make you better

Our goal is clear: We want to improve your perfor-
mance. This is why we offer everything you need  
from a single source – from analysing your require-
ments to providing a long-term service partner-
ship. Our expertise and experience from our 
sophisticated areas of application help exactly 
where you need us. 
 
We can prepare a customised service package for 
your specific needs. We procure all the necessary 
replacement parts and components, troubleshoot 
your issues quickly, provide remote maintenance 
support, and replace or repair defective devices. 
You can contact our hotline 24 hours a day, 365 
days a year. Our qualified experts are available to 
assist you with their extensive experience.

Smoother, streamlined processes make it possible 
for you to act more effectively and capably.  
When you work with us, you will benefit from 
reliable systems and processes designed to be as 
simple as possible – and as quick as necessary.
  
Boosting your performance allows you to defy 
the competition. Our inspiration and innovations 
provide you and your company with new oppor-
tunities and perspectives. 

Our service and value chain shows the options  
we have to offer – either as individual modules, or 
combinations. Let’s work together to shape the 
future today!  

Modular service and value chain for our  
Maritime Systems and Industry segments 

–  We work together to develop your decision- 
making tool

–  The modules in our value chain provide  
orientation and can be combined as desired

We develop individual system solutions for industry and maritime applications that simplify and manage 
processes, and optimise them over the long term. Our independent, professional and effective solutions 
drive the future – from planning to implementation and use. 
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Our core competencies

 Power distribution, switchboards
  Automation
  Alarm and security systems
 Internal communication and entertainment
 Radio and navigation
 Lighting
 Cabling
 Retrofit / customised solutions

V

VI

III

IV VIII

Our core competencies  
for Maritime Systems

Our Maritime Systems business segment develops 
and implements individual and comprehensive 
solutions for all electrical equipment on ships. Our 
strength involves designing all electrical systems 
on board. We know the challenges involved, and 
see how our systems play an essential role in the 
entire ship’s operations as a whole. We take an 
integrated approach to how we think and work – 
from planning to commissioning, even including 
highly specialised product solutions in specific 
subareas. We compare the current situation with 
your aims in a constructive dialogue, and develop 
a solution that is both sensible and sustainable. 

As a partner for networking individual compo-
nents and for the functionality of your overall 
system, we offer innovative, integrative solutions 
that people can rely on when at sea. Take a look at 
our core competencies and our value chain mod-
ules – and see what we can do for you.

We provide comprehensive support in designing 
electrical equipment for all types of ships – from 
planning to commissioning and maintenance. We 
can also provide spezialised product solutions in 
several areas. An overview of our core components  
and services is available to the right. 
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Our core competencies

  Automation / system solutions / special machines
   Robots, conveyor and handling technologies
  Production data acquisition (BDE) / 

manufacturing execution systems (MES)
 Visualisation solutions (HMI)
 Industrial assembly
 Retrofit
 Service
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Our core competencies  
for Industry

Our Industry segment develops and implements 
comprehensive automation and systems technol-
ogy solutions. First, we compare the current situ-
ation with your goals in a constructive dialogue, 
and develop a sensible and sustainable solution 
on this basis. It is important that our innovative 
concepts and systems be customised and flexible, 
but also transparent and easy for people to under-
stand. We always keep an eye on cost efficiencies 
and on-time delivery in addition to the technical 
requirements.

Our teams are highly qualified in the areas of pro-
ject coordination and quality assurance. We use 
state-of-the-art technologies for virtual environ-
ments and commissioning to develop even more 
efficient processes.

Take a look at our core competencies and our value  
chain modules – and see what we can do for you. 
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Our in-house production is the heart of our company. 
This is where our evolution to becoming an international 
industrial service provider is visible: We work at modern 
production facilities (KANBAN/flow production), but 
take the same care as a small workshop. We meet the 
highest quality standards in the mechanical processing 
of all production parts. All work processes were regularly 
examined and adapted in line with the LEAN principle.  

We work with a variety of different manufacturers to 
offer comprehensive solutions that cover a wide spec-
trum of needs. We are flexible for individual implemen-
tations, realise special and serial productions, and also 
respond quickly to customer requests during fulfilment 
to meet deadlines.  
 
Our flexible and ideal order processing system is no 
coincidence: Our internal production coordination team 
reviews each order and only approves it if it can be 

completed on schedule. This helps recognise and avoid 
potential inconsistencies early on.

 

Everything under control – from  
the order to the finished product

besecke automation is certified in accordance with  
ISO-9001, and we always work in line with the latest 
electrical standards and norms. Thorough inspections 
are half the battle: We conduct our own tests at our  
own facility to ensure that we can meet all quality  
requirements without exception. 

We train the skilled workers of tomorrow at our own 
production facilities to ensure that we can do it all – not 
just today, but in future.

Our in-house production  
meets the highest standards

We have the solution  
for your challenge
 
 
If you are interested in learning more or have any  
questions, please feel free to contact us.  
Our expert employees will gladly assist you further.  
 
– by phone +49 421 636 98 0 
– by fax + 49 421 636 44 12 
– by e-mail: kontakt@besecke.de 
– or visit us online at www.besecke.de



Steindamm 24
28719 Bremen, Germany

Tel.: +49 421 636  9 8 0
Fax: +49 421 636 44 12

E-Mail: kontakt@besecke.de
Internet: www.besecke.de


